in love with the perfect shape

Attrezzature
per l'industria
panaria e dolciaria

Equipment for
bread and cake
baking industries
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history

In love with
the perfect shape:
a family “passion”

E

RREPAN s.r.l. was founded twenty-five
years ago even if grandfather Giovanni
Battista Rozzoni had already started back in
1952. He concentrated mainly on the artisanal working of metal sheets to obtain handmade moulds for small local needs.
The entry into the company of his two sons,
Ferdinando and Renato, in 1963, allowed the
workshop, which had been created under
their home, to begin working with the use of
some machinery and increasing their portfolio of clients, as well as a new cooperation
with retailers of “baking” accessories.

The final step was taken when the current
generation entered the company, young and
dynamic they have revolutionised working
methods over the years and have radically
transformed the company from an artisanal
one to an industrial one, concentrating all
their efforts on the Italian and foreign cake
and bread industries.
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profile

A comprehensive
company system for a
comprehensive service

The possibility
of customising
products

E

RREPAN operates, with a great deal of
passion and extreme competence, in
the field of metal equipment for the cake and
bread industry.
All the necessary operations for the working cycle are carried out within the company:
from design to prototyping, from serial production to delivery.

High quality standards of materials
and production techniques
Wide range of products
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The materials used are certified and the machinery technologically advanced.
Moreover ERREPAN is capable of satisfying
particular requests and client specifications.

Company with Quality
System Certification
UNI EN ISO 9001/2008

internationality

Recognised quality on
an International level

E

RREPAN has long and consolidated
commercial experience also on an International level; they have participated in many
trade fairs of the sector: IBA (Monaco - Düsseldorf) - INTERPACK (Düsseldorf) - SIAB
(Verona) - AB TECH (Milan).

The know-how achieved, the efficiency and
experience acquired permits us to export
our products successfully all over the world:
Europe, Asia, the Middle East, North Africa,
South America and North America.
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production

Technology and flexibility:
winning tools
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T

hanks to long-standing and well-established experience as well as the use of
technologically advanced equipment we are
able to offer a vast range of products, all of
the highest quality and precision.
Our Technical Office is always at the client’s
disposal to solve any type of design problem
and to adapt plants and ovens.
Moreover we supply the necessary customer
assistance during the creation of new moulds
enhancing the client’s design with effective
technical advice.

quality

Quality certification:
a guarantee for
our Clients

E

RREPAN has been ISO 9001 certified
since 1998, it was one of the first companies in the manufacturing of metal equipment to strongly believe in the importance of
achieving its goals and satisfying its clients
through an efficient organizational system
and always ready to improve itself.

T

he certification refers to the company
process system and is to ensure the
compliancy of the products produced by
the company through appropriately prearranged procedures and checked by our
Quality Manager in addition to being regularly subjected to inspections: a methodology
that at ERREPAN has become an important
and fundamental habit.
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www.forlanistudio.it

Attrezzature per l'industria
panaria e dolciaria
Equipment for bread
and cake baking industries
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ERREPAN s.r.l.
Via Terracini, 4
TREVIGLIO (BG)
Italia

Tel. +39 0363 301806
Fax +39 0363 303473
www.errepan.it
info@errepan.it

